PLAN FOR CONTINUOUS PRESENTATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESULTS ON READERSHIP

- learn about the plans of upcoming events of the Ministries and key organizations and take part in them presenting the results
- have a policy discussion at National Library of Armenia and press conference with Vahan Khachatryan and Tigran Zargaryan, the Director of the National Library of Armenia (20 January 2014)
- have a policy discussion at the National Institute of Education of Ministry of Education and Science of RA (30 January 2014)
- have a policy discussion at Armenian State Pedagogical University (15 February 2014)
- have meeting with the responsible bodies of Ministries of Culture and of Education and Science of RA and later with the Ministers in order to discuss the issues and future plans on Reading
- present the study results on Reading and other materials at London Book Fair (8-10 April 2014) and at Beirut Book Fair (the end of April) by Seyranuhi Geghamyan
- organize second follow-up of “Promotion of Reading” training in Vanadzor together with the two participants of the training and members of the Writers' Union’s branch of Lori marz involving librarians, teachers, representatives of intellectuals (March-April 2014)

REPORT ON DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESULTS

The copies of brochures on Reading were published twice: 80 bi-lingual copies for the first time and 100 copies in Armenian language for the second time.

From 80 bi-lingual copies

40 copies were distributed during the 1st public discussion
10 copies were sent to Frankfurt
6 copies were distributed among Reading and Translation Advisory Committee members
5 copies were sent to EU Centre
2 copies were taken to Alushta and given to Georgian and Ukrainian partners
5 copies were given to Arevik Ashkharoyan to take to Lviv
2 copies were distribute among the journalists who wrote the articles on Reading
1 copy was given to "Literaturnaya Armenia" magazine
1 copy was given to "Limush" printing house
1 copy was given to "Zangak" publishing house
1 copy was given to Deputy Minister of Culture
6 copies are left in our office

**From 100 copies in Armenian language**

35 copies were distributed during the 2\textsuperscript{d} public discussion

The remaining 65 copies will be distributed during the above-mentioned planned events.